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A world ranked
university
Swinburne University of Technology is an internationally
recognised research-intensive university.
For the third time in a row, Swinburne is ranked in the Top 100 Universities
in the World Under 50 Years Old by QS World University Rankings (2017).
Swinburne was also ranked among the world’s top 400 universities in 2016–
2017, for the fourth consecutive year. Additionally, we advanced to number
61 in the Young University Rankings and to number 60 in the Asia-Pacific
University Rankings.
This is evidence of Swinburne’s focus on high–quality teaching and research
and is why Swinburne are leaders in science, technology, innovation,
business and design.
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“The best thing about studying
online for me is that I can fit it
into my everyday life. I can do
a lot of other things and I can
still manage to study at the
same time.”
Renee
Bachelor of Media and
Communication with a
Major in Communication
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An accredited
university
Swinburne degrees are accredited by leading
industry bodies.
Studying a course that’s been informed by a relevant accreditation
body can give you a head start when it comes to getting a job in your
chosen industry.
Our courses are accredited by Australia’s leading industry bodies,
including:
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Swinburne Online:
facts and numbers
Swinburne is ranked in the

Swinburne ranked in the

of universities

institutions in
the world in
science in 2016.

top 3%

globally according to QS
University Rankings.

Swinburne was recognised
for the third time in the QS

top 100
universities
under 50 years
old in 2017.
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best 200

In 2017, we advanced to
number 61 in the Young
University Rankings and to

no. 60

in the AsiaPacific University
Rankings.
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In 2017, QS World
University Rankings ranked
Swinburne in the world’s

top 450
universities.

Swinburne features in
the QS rankings for our

world-class
graduate
employability.

Swinburne is one of the

best 40
universities for
art and design
worldwide.

Swinburne stands out for
its graduate employment
rates and

partnerships
between
universities and
employers.
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“I just wanted to say that Swinburne
Online has quite literally the BEST
support services I have experienced,
in any industry EVER. I have dealt
with only professional and friendly
staff which has made the entire
enrolment and integration process
so much easier. This truly is the best
experience I have received.”
Giorgia,
Swinburne Graduate
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Choosing an
Australian University
There are many reasons for choosing an
Australian university for your higher education.

Australian universities
Australian universities are amongst the
best in the world, making them the third
most popular education destination in
the world.
Australia currently hosts students from
194 countries and offers 22,000 courses
across 1,100 institutions.

Quality assurance
Australia has a national regulatory and
quality agency for higher education,
the Tertiary Education Quality and
Standards Agency (TEQSA).
This body was established by the
Australian Government to monitor
quality and regulate university and nonuniversity higher education providers
against a set of standards developed
by the independent Higher Education
Standards Panel.
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Additionally, the following student
rights are protected by law under
the Education Services for Overseas
Students (ESOS):
>> The well-being of all international
students.
>> The quality of students’ education
experience.
>> The provision of up-to-date and
accurate information.
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Global
employability
and networks
Swinburne is known for its deep links
with business and industry, and for
developing international partnerships
and collaborations. In recognition of our
commitment to career-ready graduates,
Swinburne was named among the top
200 universities in the world for graduate
employability by the 2017 QS World
University Rankings.
Upon graduation you will gain
membership to Swinburne University’s
140,000 strong alumni network, providing
you with a passport to a global network
of professionals across a broad range of
industries.
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“I was ecstatic about graduating,
extremely proud of my achievement
and mostly excited to use my skills
and put my learning into practice.
I am now eligible to enrol in the
CPA/CA course, allowing me to push
myself further in my studies and
career and eager to build upon
my skills within the accounting
industry.”
Alyse,
Bachelor of Business with a
Major in Accounting Graduate
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Studying through
Swinburne Online

Studying Online –
Course Consultants
Hear from our Course
Consultants what studying
online is really like.
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Flexibility and support
Swinburne Online designs and delivers high
quality courses which maximise student learning
through the use of creative learning design,
modern and advanced educational technologies
and high levels of student support.
Studying through Swinburne Online offers
students a connected and social experience. You
will be in regular contact with your experienced
online tutors as well as other students in your
course, from Australia and around the world. You
will participate in group activities and undertake
collaborative projects, making lifelong friends
with other students as you travel along your
learning journey.
A variety of ongoing informal and formal
assessments help you monitor your progress
and provide extensive feedback to assist you in
developing your knowledge.

As well as your expert subject tutors, we offer
general academic and technical support through:
>> Extensive online orientation.
>> Individual student support, available by phone
or email 7 days a week.
>> On-demand assignment assistance.
>> Live chat, available 7 days a week.
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“The course related to
everything in my job and
I could implement things
that I had learned the next
day. [After graduating I
was promoted] to Business
Manager – which put me in
a great position, doing exactly
what I want to do!”
Jessie,
Bachelor of Business with a Major in
Management Graduate

The quote graphics will not fit here

Business
Studying a business undergraduate
course with Swinburne will help you
gain an additional qualification and
take the next step in your career.

Undergraduate courses
>> Bachelor of Accounting
>> Bachelor of Business with a Major in
Accounting and Finance
>> Bachelor of Business with a Major in
Accounting and Financial Planning
>> Bachelor of Business with
a Major in Finance
>> Bachelor of Business with a
Major in Financial Planning
>> Bachelor of Business with
a Major in Accounting
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>> Bachelor of Business with a Major in
Business Administration
>> Bachelor of Business with a Major
in Logistics and Supply Chain
Management
>> Bachelor of Business with
a Major in Management
>> Bachelor of Business with
a Major in Marketing
>> Bachelor of Business with a Major in
Sports Management
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“If you’d shown me the annual
report of a major multinational
company [before starting my
MBA] and asked me to analyse
their financial figures, I would’ve
run a mile. Now I can comfortably
look through the financials of a
company like Coca Cola Amatil
and understand what they mean.”
Lindley,
Master of Business Administration
student

The quote graphics will not fit here

Business
A business postgraduate course will
help you push yourself and reach
career goals on a more senior level.

Postgraduate courses
>> Master of Business Administration
(MBA)

>> Graduate Certificate of Financial
Planning

>> Graduate Certificate of Business
Administration

>> Graduate Diploma of Financial
Planning

>> Graduate Certificate in Management

>> Graduate Certificate of Project
Management
>> Graduate Diploma of Project
Management
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“The best part about my course
has been how versatile, dynamic
and flexible it has been. While I’m
majoring in psychology, I’ve also
had the opportunity to explore
my other interests and passions
in biomedical physiology, politics
and communications through
minors and electives.
Ellie,
Bachelor of Psychological
Sciences student

Social Science
and Psychology
To help you advance in your career,
open new doors and change your
path entirely, we offer a range of
different courses in psychology and
social sciences.

Undergraduate
courses

Postgraduate
courses

Social Science

Psychology

>> Bachelor of Social Science with
a Major in Criminology

>> Graduate Diploma of Psychology

>> Bachelor of Social Science with
a Major in Behavioural Studies

Psychology
>> Bachelor of Psychological Sciences
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“As soon as I finished my course
I was given a pay rise and then
not long after I moved into a new
position. I don’t think I would
be where I am now if I hadn’t
studied this degree.”
Alice,
Bachelor of Media and
Communication Graduate

Media and
Communication
and Design
Our Media and Communication and
Design courses are ranked in the
Top 50 world wide and will give you
a solid foundation for a career in the
creative industries.
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Undergraduate courses
Media and
Communication
>> Bachelor of Media and
Communication with a
Major in Media Studies
>> Bachelor of Media and
Communication with a
Major in Public Relations
>> Bachelor of Media and
Communication with a
Major in Advertising

Design
>> Bachelor of Design –
Communication Design
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Entry criteria
All courses have minimum
requirements for entry.

Education requirements

English language requirements

>> The minimum requirement is completion of
high school (or other Year 12 equivalent).

>> The International English Language Test
Score (IELTS), with varying minimum scores by
course, but no band below 6.

OR
>> Applicants without a formal qualification but
with at least four years of work experience
(of which a minimum of two years being full
time employment) in a related industry will be
considered if they can demonstrate that they
can undertake the course with a reasonable
prospect of success.

OR
>> The Test of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL), with a minimum of 550 (written
English score of 5) in the paper test or a 79
(no individual band below 18) in the online test.

Have a question about entry requirements?
Send your question to our Course Consultants
who will be able to help.
Email: enquiries@swinburneonline.com
WhatsApp: +61 466 869 361
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Course fees
for international
students
Forget about large upfront fee payments. You
only pay for units (modules) as you study them,
so managing your course payments is simple.
Choosing to complete your course online means
you receive a 30% scholarship compared to the
cost of an on-campus course.
Additionally, studying online means you can enjoy
the flexibility of working and studying. Doing so
from your home country also means you won’t
incur the costs usually associated with relocating
overseas.
All while receiving the exact same qualification as
on-campus students.
The total cost of your degree will depend on
the number of units required to complete your
qualification. So if you’ve studied previously you
may be eligible for credit exemptions.
Find out more about up-to-date costs in our
international course fees section.
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Prior Study
Our Course Consultants explain
what kind of prior learning will
be recognised when you study
with Swinburne Online.
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Swinburne Online
Call:
Malaysia: 800 4002 0400 (toll free)
Rest of world: +61 730 631 919
(standard international call rates apply)
WhatsApp:
+61 466 869 361
Email:
enquiries@swinburneonline.com

Swinburne University
of Technology
John Street, Hawthorn
Victoria 3122 Australia
t: +61 3 9214 8000
Postal address:
PO Box 218, Hawthorn
Victoria 3122 Australia
www.swinburneonline.edu.au
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